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ABSTRACT
Accessing online social media content on underground
metro systems is a challenge due to the fact passengers
often lose connectivity for large parts of their commute.
As the oldest metro system in the world, the London
underground represents a typical transportation net-
work with intermittent Internet connectivity. To deal
with disruption in connectivity along the sub-surface
and deep-level underground lines on the London under-
ground, we have designed a context-aware mobile sys-
tem called DeepOpp. DeepOpp enables efficient offline
access to online social media by prefetching and caching
content opportunistically when signal availability (e.g.
urban 3G and station WiFi) is detected. DeepOpp can
measure, crowdsource and predict signal characteristics
such as strength, bandwidth and latency; it can use
these predictions of mobile network signal to activate
prefetching, and then employ an optimization routine
to determine which social content should be cached in
the system given real-time network conditions and de-
vice capacities. DeepOpp has been implemented as an
Android application and tested on the London Under-
ground; it shows significant improvement over existing
approaches, e.g. reducing the amount of power needed
to prefetch social media items by 2.5 times. While we
use the London Underground to test our system, it is
equally applicable in New York, Paris, Madrid, Shang-
hai, or any other urban underground metro system, or
indeed in any situation in which users experience long
breaks in connectivity.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Social media and social networks have changed the

way information is disseminated and provide live cover-
age of developing events. Accessing media sites such as
Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Instagram, and YouTube
has become a constant part of people’s daily routines.
Managing social interactions and obtaining up-to-the-
minute bulletins via mobile devices is commonplace.
For example, 703 million of Facebook’s 1.35 billion reg-
ular users access the application on their mobile de-
vices every day. Growing mobile network coverage and
speeds, combined with decreased costs make users ever
more likely to access social media content on their mo-
bile devices. A market study in 2015 reports that mobile
social media penetration in the Americas and Europe is
around 41% and 34% respectively. This level of pen-
etration demonstrates that people have become accus-
tomed to accessing content through their mobile devices
as a key way to receive updates and interact with oth-
ers. Even people who do not use social media, often use
their mobile devices to read newspapers on-line.

However, though major cities are fully blanketed in
high speed mobile network coverage above ground, sta-
ble mobile service is not available on underground train
networks that forms the backbone of many public trans-
port systems. Existing cellular and WiFi services are
barely accessible for mobile users due to the fast speed
of underground trains and signal attenuation that in-
creases as the train track gets deeper. Given the inter-
mittent mobile connectivity, it is a technical challenge
to access online social media content on underground
metro systems.
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1.1 Summary of Prior Work
No public data is available regarding the exact cover-

age and bandwidth available across underground metro
systems. Projects such as OpenSignal [1] rely on GPS to
collect, aggregate, and publish signal strength data, but
the reliance on satellites for location is not feasible on a
subterranean transport network. Place Labs [17] is able
to estimate locations even when direct GPS measure-
ments are not available, by mapping fixed beacon loca-
tions to the beacon’s unique identifier. Bartendr [22]
built upon Place Labs introduced the idea of measure-
ment and prediction based on signal traces to get an
accurate estimate of what our signal strength will be
in future ten minutes. This recording and measuring
method is highly suitable to the underground metro net-
work where we have well defined train routes.

Mobile prefetching has been proposed as a potential
solution for providing access to content when no con-
nectivity is available. Techniques to determine mobile
prefetching based on network conditions, user prefer-
ences and phone status were also developed. For net-
work conditions, TailEnder [12] indicates that WiFi is
typically more efficient than cellular networks on energy
consumption during prefetch. EarlyBird [25] develops
a prefetch scheduling scheme that effectively integrates
user content preference and application access patterns
to maximize delay reduction under users’ resource con-
straints. To improve user experience on mobile devices,
Klotski [13] enables fast selection and load time of web
content by prioritizing the content most relevant to a
user’s preferences. O2SM [30] estimates the social con-
tent items likely to be viewed by a user, and provides
user-content relevance for resource scheduling and de-
livery. On phone status aspects, PowerTutor [29] and
BatteryExtender [19] have been designed to estimate
and manage battery behaviour. APPM [20] can adapt
to app usage dynamics for parallel prefetch on a phone.
Nevertheless, all of the above techniques are designed
specifically for mobile prefetching above ground. Their
assumptions on app design with constant/stable Inter-
net access and without distinction of the type of content
displayed are not applicable in our scenario; we must
be accurate in identifying the relatively short periods
of connectivity on underground metro systems during
which we must be very much different with the content
to be prefetched.

1.2 Our Approach
In this paper, we present DeepOpp, A system that

enables opportunistic networking and context-aware ac-
cess to social media on the underground metro network.
Context-awareness is the ability of software systems to
sense and adapt to their physical environment [15]. We
study the network conditions and opportunities avail-
able on an underground metro system by developing
a mobile signal tracking method that enables passen-
gers to crowdsource data through opportunistic connec-
tions, and a location scheduler that can locate users and
predict movement in real time when travelling on the

underground metro system. As a context-aware mo-
bile system, DeepOpp can enable efficient offline ac-
cess to online social media content by prefetching and
caching data under intermittent signal availability (e.g.
urban 3G and station WiFi). It prefetches social me-
dia content using collected mobile signal data, and op-
timally chooses the set of media contents that should
be cached based on network conditions, user preference
and phone’s capacity status.

The key contributions of DeepOpp are as follows:

• A generic optimization solution for prefetching and
caching social media contents based on network
conditions, user preferences and phone capacities
such as power, storage and data plan.

• A mobile signal tracking method for the measure-
ment of network characteristics and the applica-
tion of crowdsourcing on the underground metro
system.

• A mobile crowdsourcing algorithm with control items
and reliability analysis for fast aggregation and
dissemination of underground mobile signal data.

• A location scheduling scheme to localize mobile
users and predict their movement when a GPS
signal is not available on the underground metro
system.

• An implementation of DeepOpp in the Android
platform with actual evaluation on the London
Underground covering both sub-surface and deep-
level lines.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion 2 introduces our motivation. Section 3 presents the
system overview. Section 4 addresses mobile signal col-
lection and reliable crowdsourcing. Section 5 addresses
underground localization and location schedule. Sec-
tion 6 addresses context-aware mobile access. Section 7
evaluates the system. Section 8 concludes our paper.

2. MOTIVATION
Mobile prefetching could provide wireless access to

content when no connectivity is available while also
helping to reduce energy consumption by only access-
ing data at times of high signal strength. However,
prefetching social media content to mobile clients has
unique features, e.g. 1) mobile users have strong per-
sonal preferences about social media content; 2) a user
typically only sees a subset of social media he subscribes
to; and 3) freshness of social media is critical due to its
time-sensitive nature. One of the situations where peo-
ple experience intermittent cellular coverage (and hence
do not have continuous access to social media content)
is when they are using underground metro systems.
The ability to perform mobile prefetching of content is
greatly impacted by the specific cellular/WiFi network
coverage patterns at the various parts (i.e. stations and
tunnels) of such a system.
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Figure 1: Mobile environment on the Under-
ground

As a case study for our work in this paper we use the
London Underground (simply the Underground) which
is considered to be the oldest metro system. It consists
of 11 different train lines and 403km of tracks [2] that
cover Greater London; seven of these lines are consid-
ered deep-level and the remaining four are sub-surface.
On some lines trains may travel both underground and
above ground. For example, the Northern Line is a
deep-level line but 14 of its 50 stations are above ground.
For lines like the Piccadilly Line, the above ground sec-
tions are further away from Central London.

The Underground carries millions of workers, tourists
and students everyday, and Londoners spend an average
of 45 minutes a day on it; its trains complete over two
billion journeys each year, travelling through tunnels
deep below ground as well as tunnels on or near the sur-
face that navigate under roads, parks, and even rivers.
These conditions make access to social media while re-
lying on existing mobile networking infrastructures ex-
tremely difficult. On sub-surface lines with intermittent
signal coverage, passengers have trouble knowing when
they can use their phones; they may repeatedly attempt
to access content and will often give up trying whereas
on deep-level lines passengers assume they have no ac-
cess to content at all. Besides the Underground,
other metropolitan rapid transit systems such
as the Paris Metro, the New York City Subway
and in some areas the subways in China face sim-
ilar issues. Therefore, efficient solutions are needed for
mobile access to social media in underground environ-
ments.

As passengers travel on the Underground, they pass
through station/tunnel sections which may or may not
have mobile network coverage. Fig. 1 presents our mea-
surement of cellular signal strength on the Circle Line
between South Kensington station and King’s Cross St.
Pancras station (as marked in the London Underground
map). The distribution of red dots indicates the avail-
ability of cellular signal, and the size of the dot is pro-
portional to the signal strength observed. Green phone

icons show that only certain stations/tunnel sections
actually have a usable cellular signal for mobile access
to the Internet. We also found that even though signal
strength may be stable at a location, the bandwidth
could still change by up to 54% depending on the level
of network activity. These observations highlight the
poor performance of the existing networking infrastruc-
ture on the Underground.

Based on the above we see that the challenge of when,
what and how to prefetch/access social media data are
all tightly coupled. The goal of our system is to exploit
signal coverage, and fetch, cache, and make content
available to a context-aware mobile application [15].
The main issues related to efficient mobile access to so-
cial media and networks on underground rapid trains
are: 1) The operation of mobile prefetching requires
location information of mobile users. Getting an accu-
rate GPS signal is difficult as much of the journey is in
a tunnel or on a platform below ground. The under-
ground location service needs a location database and
mapping scheme which does not rely on GPS. Mean-
while the scheme should estimate phone to station-level
accuracy within seconds of entering a platform. 2) The
performance of mobile access relies on accurate oppor-
tunistic connectivity prediction. Given the fast speeds
of underground trains, it is more likely to achieve sta-
ble access to social media using controlled supervised
collection and crowdsourced data [14, 24], e.g. signal
strength, bandwidth and latency readings. Location in-
formation combined with historical information on mo-
bile signal availability can predict future movement of
underground train, and then coordinate networking ac-
tivities around these predictions. 3) The smart caching
of social media content on resource-restricted phones
requires user-context as well as device-context infor-
mation. The user-context can determine the interests
that users will have in particular pieces of content. The
device-context can provide real-time device status, e.g.
residual power, storage and data plan, to help manage
resources. By exploiting this mobile and social context
information [16], one can provide a customized and op-
timized solution for caching on individual smartphone.

With regards to the application environment, there
is a clear analogy with certain aboveground ar-
eas that only have intermittent cellular connec-
tivity, due to for example lack of coverage (e.g. in rural
areas, national parks such as Yellowstone, or other re-
mote areas such as wild mountains and near-sea shores)
or infrastructure overload (e.g. at areas near popular
markets, crowded conference, or stadium during matches
and concerts), so our work is equally applicable there.

3. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
DeepOpp is specifically designed for mobile access to

social media on underground metro systems. A mobile
client running DeepOpp employs opportunistic content
prefetching based on intermittent availability of mo-
bile signal to enable offline access to online social me-
dia. To achieve efficient prefetching of content on the
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Figure 2: System operational flow in DeepOpp.

resource-restricted mobile client, DeepOpp detects con-
nectivity opportunities by learning from crowdsourced
signal traces, and optimally chooses which social media
items to cache based on the context of network condi-
tion, user preference and phone’s status.

The system operation flow of DeepOpp is illustrated
in Fig. 2. Operation (a) triggers mobile prefetching
based on signal availability on the Underground. In
the signal reading module a mobile client can measure
nearby 3G/4G/WiFi signal characteristics, e.g. sig-
nal strength, bandwidth and latency, and then upload
these real-time measurements to build a dataset with
underground mobile signal coverage data. Operation
(b) employs a fast crowdsourcing module to aggregate
the most recent signal readings from (a) and provide
updated signal data to users on synchronization. This
crowdsourced dataset can be used to determine the per-
formance difference among cellular providers, and in-
crease the reliability of signal trace at specific time and
location. Through crowdsourcing coordination between
server and mobile clients involved in the process, Deep-
Opp can obtain previous signal traces from the remote
dataset in advance. It can then use these readings in
conjunction with the current location and predictions of
future user movements obtained from our station WiFi
mapping scheme, to start its location scheduler mod-
ule as shown in (c) to prefetch online social media at
the predicted station/tunnel sections that have usable
3G/4G/WiFi signals.

Regarding the prefetching/caching operation of social
media content on mobile client, when a location sched-
uler starts fetching data in (d) metadata is retrieved
from an external remote service and passed to our con-
tent optimizer in (e). The optimizer analyses the meta-
data to learn features of potential social media items to
cache, e.g. type, size, user preference, and then filters
these items based on phone profile (e.g. residual power,
storage and data plan) and network condition (e.g. pre-
vious signal strength, bandwidth and latency readings).
After the mobile optimization, preferred social media

content to be downloaded in (f) is retrieved from the
remote service, and stored in the DeepOpp cache with
a TTL (time to live) relevant to remaining journey time
to destination station (g). When the cache receives a
data request it will provides the social media content
to a social app in (h). The client app then displays the
content to mobile user as appropriate in (i).

4. DEEPOPP: MEASURING
UNDERGROUND NETWORKING

Before beginning to design methods for improving
mobile access we need objective network measurements
and an understanding of what opportunities we have for
building a stable mobile prefetch system. In this sec-
tion, we develop a signal data collection method that
can measure mobile network signal characteristics in
metro systems.

4.1 Mobile Signal Collection
A mobile phone based solution has been chosen for

the collection of mobile signal data, e.g. signal strength,
bandwidth and latency. The data gathered from the
dedicated collection runs of a mobile phone could give
us a good indication as to the levels of mobile signal
at various locations. However, there is only so much
data that one person can collect and variances exist in
the sample size of the data from the limited number of
collection runs; it would be better to allow the collec-
tion of mobile signal data from any number of phones.
Given these considerations, crowdsourcing [18, 28, 27],
an approach to outsource or share tasks among work-
ers and then collect large amounts of sensing data from
crowds (workers), could be a promising solution for the
aggregation and dissemination of the underground mo-
bile signal data. DeepOpp has implemented a crowd
server to collect updated signal data from workers that
are taking underground train, and allows clients to eas-
ily get access to the signal readings and other under-
ground information (e.g. station WiFi) on synchroniza-
tion. Using commodity mobile hardware we facilitate
the crowdsourcing of such data which is utilised in the
location prediction and prefetch optimization elements
of DeepOpp.

The Funf framework [3] targets Android smartphones
and offers a built-in set of data probes chosen as the ba-
sic signal collection function. The probes implemented
are instantiated (but “sleeping”) when the user chooses
to run the framework. At regular intervals the probe en-
ters a running state to run its data collection code and
upon completion returns to the enabled state until it is
scheduled to run again. Since there is no built-in probe
for retrieving mobile signal data, we have extended the
function as a background application in DeepOpp for
measuring mobile signal characteristic in unreliable con-
ditions on the Underground.

Recent versions of the Android operating system (since
4.2 Jelly Bean) provide functionality for measuring the
signal strength; this is obtained through a number of
parameters values such as dBm or ASU. The ASU mea-
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Figure 3: Mobile signal data collection.

sure conforms to the relevant ETSI (European Telecom-
munications Standard Institute) specification 10.3.0 [4],
where ASU values from 0-31 correspond to range from
-113dBm to -5dBm and an ASU of 99 represents an un-
known or undetectable signal. Normally, an ASU value
above 8 results in at least 3 bars signal indication on an
Android smartphone, which is considered as a usable
signal for mobile access on the Underground. If the
phone were in flight mode (passengers sometimes use
the mode while travelling underground), it could report
that it did not support this specific operation but by
running the check each time the probe is enabled, we
are able to obtain information as soon as this is possible.

Fig. 3 (a) presents our collection of average signal
strengths taken at each individual station on the Circle
Line between South Kensington and King’s Cross sta-
tions, for three major 3G network operators in London:
Vodafone, O2 and EE. We observe that no operator has
a clear advantage across all of the stations and that at
most stations one operator can provide a signal above 8
ASU though Vodafone often performs slightly better. In
some cases, strong signal between adjacent (and close to
each other) stations allow longer stretches of good cov-
erage. However, the signal becomes very weak and may
be completely unusable in the tunnels between these
highly connected stations, as shown in Fig. 1. The dis-
tribution of service coverage at stations does open the
opportunity to selectively pull down and cache data at
each area. Therefore, it is reasonable to schedule mo-
bile clients to access Internet more frequently around
stations. For example, if travelling from South Kens-
ington to Liverpool Street, we could prefetch data at
South Kensington (and other stations with ASU value
above 8) which could be used on the journey through
station/tunnel sections without any signal.

Signal strength gives us one indicator of the usability
of mobile data networks, but mobile access performance
is also closely related to bandwidth and latency. The
probe for bandwidth and latency is created in DeepOpp

through the Funf framework as well, with functionality
to start a download easily and then monitor its progress.
When mobile users try to access the Internet on the Un-
derground, DeepOpp can detect their behaviour and se-
lect several different sized files to download over HTTP
for bandwidth and latency tests. The probe runs the
download in the background and we query how much
data has been transferred in a given time period and
what its latency is. If the download completes then the
download manager will restart it again, keeping track
of the data downloaded during these periods.

We also carried out bandwidth and latency measure-
ments on the same test section of Circle Line. Fig. 3
(b) shows average crowdsourced measurements on the
Vodafone 3G network with crowdsourcing confidence in-
terval for usable bandwidth available at each station.
the download bandwidth rates, with the exception of
Monument station, range between 0.5 to 1.5MB/s. The
upload bandwidths can reach higher speeds up to 2.0
MB/s. These are all usable speeds to transfer small
amounts of data. The London averages published by
Ofcom [5], the communications regulator in the UK,
are displayed for comparison. Also, in Fig. 3 (c), we
see that across all of the stations measured the latency
sits between 40 to 60 ms. The variation of the latency
varies greatly between stations. Using the crowdsourced
mobile signal data from train lines, we can later sched-
ule mobile prefetching in DeepOpp with estimated lo-
cation and predicted direction on the Underground cor-
respondingly, as explained in the latter subsection.

4.2 Reliable Crowdsourcing
Unfortunately, it is not always obvious how best to

combine the workers during crowdsourcing, because the
(often anonymous) workers have unknown and diverse
levels of expertise, and the potential for systematic bi-
ases across the crowd exists. As shown by the crowd-
sourcing confidence interval in Fig. 3, there are several
factors that could account for the difference in data col-
lected from crowd workers, such as phone model, seat
position, time of day and others. This raises the prob-
lem of scoring the workers, that is, estimating their ex-
pertise, bias and any other associated parameters, in
order to combine their answers more effectively.

One way to address this problem is to score work-
ers using their past performance on tasks similar to
the current task. However, this is not always practical,
since it is difficult and costly for anonymous workers to
maintain historical records. Another problem with this
approach is that worker’s past tasks may be very dif-
ferent from the current task, considering various trav-
eling routes and collection locations. One alternative
approach is to“seed”some control items with known an-
swers into each worker’s assigned tasks, then score each
worker’s reliability using these control items, and weight
their answers according their reliability [23, 26]. The
known answers in our underground scenario could be
mobile signal values around specific locations obtained
from mobile service provider (e.g. cellular signal and
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station WiFi owner) or trusted/verified workers. The
mobile crowdsourcing in DeepOpp, using control items
to improve the reliability of aggregated mobile signal
data, can be formulated as follow.

Assume there is a set T of target items (data to be
collected by workers), associated with a set of labels
µT := {µi : i ∈ T } whose true values µ∗T we want to
estimate. In addition, we have a set C of control (or
training) items whose true labels µ∗C := {µ∗i : i ∈ C} are
known. We denote the set of workers byW; each worker
j is associated with a parameter ν∗j that characterizes
their performance bias. We denote the complete vector
of worker parameters by ν := {ν∗j : j ∈ W}. Denote by
nt the number of target items and m the workers. Let
r be the number of workers assigned each target item,
and let each worker answers ` items, including k control
items (correct answers known by the crowd-server) and
` − k target items (correct answers unknown by the
crowd-server), so that r = m(`−k)/nt. The assignment
relationship between the workers and the target (and
control) items can be represented by a bipartite graph
Gt = (T ,W, Et), where there is an edge (ij) ∈ Et iff item
i is assigned to worker j.

Denote by xij the label we collect from worker j
for item i. In general, we can assume that xij is a
random variable drawn from a probability distribution
p(xij |µ∗i , ν∗j ). It can be modelled by a Gaussian model

as: xij = µ∗i + ν∗j + ξij , where ξij ∼ N (0, σ∗2), µ∗i is the
quantity of interest of item i, ν∗j is the bias of worker

j, and σ∗2 is the variance. This Gaussian model cap-
tures heterogeneous biases across workers that are com-
monly observed in practice, for example in their mobile
phones’ judgements on signal strength, bandwidth and
latency; these biases can have significant effects on the
estimation of reliability. Note that the biases are not
identifiable solely from the crowdsourced labels {xij},
making it necessary to add some control items when
decoding the answers.

To incorporate the control items in mobile crowd-
sourcing process, we introduce a consensus method that
uses a two-stage estimator to scores the workers based
on their performance on the control items. We present
the method in terms of a general model p(xij |µi, νj) as
follows.

Two-stage Estimator : the workers’ parameters are
first estimated using the control items (see Eq. (1)), and
are then used to predict the target items (see Eq. (2)).
That is,

ν̂j = arg max
νj

∑
i∈∂c

j

log p(xij |µ∗i , νj), for all j ∈ W,

(1)

µ̂i = arg max
µi

∑
j∈∂i

log p(xij |µi, ν̂j), for all i ∈ T ,

(2)

where we use the maximum likelihood estimator as a
general procedure for estimating parameters.

From above crowdsourcing formulations, control items

with known answers can be used to evaluate workers’
performance in DeepOpp, and hence improve the com-
bined results on the target items with unknown an-
swers. Considering the intermittent connectivity and
fast speed of underground trains, usually the total num-
ber of mobile signal data each worker can collect is lim-
ited. To further improve the crowdsourcing efficiency on
the Underground specifically, we would like to learn the
reliability of each worker with less control items so that
each worker can provide answers for more target items.
In other words, a rule of thumb for crowdsourcing prac-
titioners is expected in DeepOpp to achieve fast crowd-
sourcing using minimum (optimal) number of control
items. Correspondingly, the computational question in
fast crowdsourcing is to construct an estimator µ̂T of
the true labels µ∗T based on the crowdsourced labels
{xij}, such that the expected mean square error (MSE)
on the target items, E

[
||µ̂T − µ∗T ||2

]
, can be minimized

by the optimal choice of k.

Theorem 1. For Gaussian model with xij = µ∗i +
ν∗j +ξij, where ξij are i.i.d. noise drawn from N (0, σ∗2),
the optimal choice of k to minimize expected MSE of
the two-stage estimator in Eq. (1)-(2) should scale as

O(
√
`).

Proof. The solution of two-stage estimator has a
simple linear form under the Gaussian model, µ̂i =
1
r

∑
j∈∂i(xij − ν̂j), ν̂j = 1

k

∑
i∈∂c

j
(xij − µ∗i ), for ∀i ∈

T , ∀j ∈ W. Since the xij are Gaussian, the µ̂i are also
Gaussian. Calculating the mean and variance of µ̂i,
we have that Eµ̂i = µ∗i , and Var(µ̂i) (expected MSE)

as E[
∑
i∈T ||µ̂i − µ∗i ||2/nt] = σ∗2

r (1 + 1
k ). Note that

r = m(`−k)/nt, therefore the optimal k that minimizes

the expected MSE is k∗ = d
√
`+ 5/4 − 3/2e ≈

√
`,

where dze denotes the smallest integer no less than
z.

5. DEEPOPP: LOCALIZATION AND
LOCATION SCHEDULE

Crowdsourced signal measurements aggregated at the
crowd server need to include their location information
for future usages around these locations. Location in-
formation is also important for mobile phone to sched-
ule networking and prefetching on the Underground. In
this section, we will present the underground localiza-
tion schemes in DeepOpp, and the use of localization
results for prefetching schedules.

5.1 Underground Localization
The data shown in Fig. 3 stresses the difficult and

unreliable nature of working with cellular networks on
the Underground. There are patterns specific to each
location, so understanding which underground section
we are at is the only way we can make reasonable as-
sumptions and predictions about available connectivity.
However, our tests show that getting an accurate GPS
signal often did not work as much of the journey is in
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a tunnel or on a platform below ground. Actual re-
sults were either delayed, inaccurate, or non-existent
using location frameworks. Train timings could be used
to estimate where we were on the route and relate the
readings back to the scheduled location, nevertheless
like any transport system the timings would not be ac-
curate enough to give locations as trains often stop for
different amounts of times and are held on platforms
and in tunnels. A difference of one minute could mean
assigning high signal strength to a tunnel instead of the
station platform where it was actually recorded. There-
fore, We need an accurate way of mapping the results of
the signal readings to the locations on the Underground
network.

TfL (Transport for London) has partnered with telecom-
munications provider Virgin Media to bring WiFi to the
Underground [6]. The ubiquitous distribution of active
station WiFi with stable usable signal enables our WiFi-
to-station mapping scheme to localize mobile user and
predict movement in a simple but effective way. That
is, we use the unique MAC address of each station WiFi
access point to identify station and determine our loca-
tion.

DeepOpp needs to create an initial WiFi-to-station
mapping for future localization on the same route. For
the initial trip on the route, we manually record train
journey details consisting of arrival and departure times
for all the stations on that route. The entry (i.e. ar-
rival) timestamp labelled t1 is determined when our
train enters the platform at station i. We record an
exit (i.e. departure) timestamp labelled t2 when our
train leaves the platform. The station entry and exit
time interval T = t1 − t2 could then be mapped to the
time span during which a valid WiFi MAC address a
that appeared at the station i. Scanned WiFi MAC ad-
dresses in these time intervals get recorded in an initial
dataset. This dataset forms our train location mapping
trace.

For future trips on the same route, DeepOpp’s WiFi
probe marks each scanned WiFi access point n that has
a matched MAC address in the initial dataset with a
timestamp t′n. If the WiFi n has MAC address a and
its signal can last a duration T ′ and T ′ ≥ T after the
timestamp t′n, then we can use this WiFi MAC address
a to identify the current station location i; otherwise it
could be a delayed scan of already passed station WiFi.
When there is no WiFi signal or other scanned MAC ad-
dresses appeared as unknown in our dataset, DeepOpp
maps the current location as the corresponding tunnel
section between two stations.

The WiFi-to-station mapping scheme is able to pro-
vide consistent and accurate location data down to sta-
tion level within seconds of arriving at a platform. For
the London Underground, we considered WiFi networks
with the SSID “Virgin Media WiFi”. This helps elimi-
nate personal hotspots that may travel between stations
and allows us to focus on the networks maintained by
TfL/Virgin Media. To account for WiFi added and re-
moved after the initial setting it is necessary to check

Figure 29: An example scenario where the Location Scheduler can be used.

Tracker in Part I. This common Json representation means we can rely on
the same web service to retrieve updates and easily utilize the signal data col-
lected through SignalTracker. Again, we build up an in-memory JsonObject
containing all of the station objects and their neighbouring stations.

To identify the direction of travel we record the user’s previous station
and can infer direction from this. Once we have the direction of travel it
is possible to traverse the graph of stations to find the next station that is
likely to have sufficient signal. The graph also includes the estimated travel
times to each of these stations and this gives us a time for when we should
schedule the next fetch attempt.

4.3 Evaluation

4.3.1 Evaluating the Optimizer

Experimentation Conditions The conditions for the evaluation of Deep-
Opp is aimed to measure the performance and improvement that the mid-
dleware provides in real world scenarios. One of the key focuses of these
investigations has been relating them directly to the real world and work-
ing with the actual conditions of the London Underground which can prove
to introduce high levels of unreliability and variable network conditions as
examined in Part I. For this reason we continued to experiment on the Un-
derground rather than rely on simulators for data.

A total of about eleven hours worth of data was collected at various times
riding on the Circle Line route used throughout this report. The significant
amount of time spent travelling on the tube gives us confidence in our results
and means that we can break down readings by time of day.
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Figure 4: An example scenario where the loca-
tion scheduler can be used.

WiFi-to-station mapping periodically for system update.
Note that here we use the station WiFi for loca-

tion mapping in DeepOpp. However, on the Under-
ground passengers may not always access underground
station WiFi for free and outer underground zones gen-
erally have less WiFi access than central zone. In ad-
dition, there are still opportunities to prefetch social
media with usable cellular signal in some tunnel sec-
tions. Therefore, for mobile prefetching of social media
on the Underground, we need the coexistence of cellular
and WiFi services for better signal coverage.

5.2 Location Scheduler
A location scheduler is proposed in DeepOpp that

uses above localization and signal data collection schemes
to reschedule prefetches only at locations that we know
have usable signal provision. The location scheduler
determines the current location and an estimate of the
direction of travel to prefetch new data at the next sta-
tion/tunnel section that has a signal higher than a given
threshold. The current location can be identified us-
ing our localization scheme. To identify the direction
of travel, we build up an in-memory virtual map con-
taining all of the station objects and their neighbouring
stations. DeepOpp records mobile user’s previous sta-
tion and can infer direction from this. Once we have the
direction of travel it is possible to traverse the Under-
ground graph of stations to find the next station that
is likely to have sufficient signal. TfL publishes a pub-
licly available live feed for the Underground arrival time
predictions, giving an estimate for when a given train
will arrive on a station platform, therefore the graph
also includes the estimated travel times to each of these
stations and this gives us a time for when we should
schedule the next fetch attempt.

Fig. 4 shows an example situation where the scheduler
can be used at station sections. If we are currently
at station S1 and travelling towards S4, we can know
there are several stations (S1, S2, S3) ahead where we
do not have any signal from the crowdsourced mobile
signal data. The location scheduler will find our current
direction and location as S1 travelling towards S4 by
our inference scheme in the location scheduler. It then
adds up the total time between these stations in order
to schedule the next prefetch; in the example in Fig. 4
this would be six minutes.

Ideally we would like to only run DeepOpp back-
ground service when the user is on the Underground,
and it should be automatically turned on and off with-
out any explicit user intervention. By using the user’s
location and the Android Geofencing APIs [7] we can
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define geographical areas which can trigger actions within
applications. A list of station coordinates [8] is used to
generate and register geofence areas for all of the sta-
tions on our chosen route. Upon entering the geofence
area of a station we can activate DeepOpp. We then
use our WiFi-to-station mapping scheme to verify that
the user is actually going to use the Underground (not
simply walk by a station entrance) and thereafter en-
able the DeepOpp prefetching service. To detect that
a user has left the Underground and hence disable the
DeepOpp service, we wait a certain amount of time un-
til the mobile client is not able to locate itself at any
stations using the WiFi-to-station scheme. In practice
we set the time limit before disabling to ten minutes.
This handles both cases where a user may simply walk
by a station and when the user finishes their journey on
the Underground. With enough usage and trace data of
passenger journeys on the Underground and their trav-
els near stations it would be possible to optimize the
time limits before disabling DeepOpp.

6. DEEPOPP: CONTEXT-AWARE
MOBILE ACCESS

The data collected in crowdsourced measurements pro-
vides evidence that there are opportunities to exploit
network condition differences on the Underground in
order to provide an intelligent data prefetch mecha-
nism. Since mobile access is only available in certain
station/tunnel sections, having mobile users constantly
check their phone to refresh content is a drain on lim-
ited phone resources and leaves the user frustrated. In
this section we utilize the network measurements from
DeepOpp and present a context-aware mobile access so-
lution targeted towards its use on the Underground.

6.1 Social Media Prefetching and Caching
DeepOpp as a mobile application can provide prefetch-

ing and caching functionalities, and interact with other
social network client applications to display the cached
content to mobile users through custom interfaces. As
the most influential social network in the world, Face-
book has over one billion active mobile users and ac-
counts for about one-fifth of all data used on mobile
phones; in UK 43% of mobile users access Facebook on
their smartphones. As a proof-of-concept, our initial
DeepOpp prototype supports prefetching of social me-
dia contents from Facebook, but the approach is general
enough to be readily extended to other social networks,
e.g. Instagram and Twitter.

Facebook provides an official SDK and API to ac-
cess their content. Its Graph API [9] can provide the
metadata needed and select the relevant ranked con-
tent of a user’s news-feed. Facebook continually in-
vests in EdgeRank framework [10] incorporating new
machine learning techniques in its ranking algorithms
to reorder each user’s news-feed into sorted order ac-
cording to their “user-post” affinity. This means that
the items in the news-feed are custom ordered from
“most-interesting” to “least interesting” for each user

Figure 5: The Json metadata is used to build
the DeepOpp UI.

that is logging in. We can rely on Facebook’s rank-
ing of user’s preference, which is exposed through its
API, to get this ordered set of posts rather than imple-
ment it ourselves. In DeepOpp app, Android’s Content-
Provider [11] is used as the custom interface for commu-
nicating with Facebook app and displaying prefetched
media items. Fig. 5 shows a metadata example using
Facebook Query Language (FQL) and the call responses
for different types of prefetched media items as shown
in the DeepOpp UI. Note that any media that is part
of the post can be accessed through the provided URL;
this makes it possible to download a list of these meta-
data objects and then select which media we want to
download.

Caching the downloaded Facebook news-feed data is
a core responsibility of DeepOpp. Facebook text posts
and statuses are relatively small and are, by default,
contained in the metadata result returned by the Face-
book API. Users also can post images and videos that
have bigger data size to their Facebook feed and we need
to filter repeated media items so that we may cache
these items in an optimal manner. A SQLite database
was an obvious choice for this task as it provides many
of the advantages of a relational database in terms of
structure and is well supported and integrated into the
Android ecosystem. Three tables are created and main-
tained by DeepOpp:

• Feed Pull Table: Stores a reference to each unique
fetch of data we have made, allowing grouping of
individual posts together.

• Feed Item Table: Each row is a single post from
the Facebook timeline. Each of these has a refer-
ence to the pull from which it originated, the type
of post, and some additional information such as
the object identifier generated by Facebook.

• Media Table: Contains blobs of media items and
relations back to the items from which they origi-
nated. Each record also holds the size of the me-
dia, type, and other meta information.
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Querying through these supported tables helps the
apps integrate well with the ContentProvider pattern
used for inter-app communication. If a post contains
a media item, e.g. image, then it will be marked as
such in the metadata retrieved from Facebook and a
link provided to fetch the full item. If the post has not
been filtered out, then we will proceed to add it to the
Media Table. We check to see if the media is already
in the table. If it is, it does not have to be downloaded
again. Alternatively, we proceed to download the im-
age and store the blob in the Media Table. As the
Media Table can be accessed by the ContentProvider,
the DeepOpp client application can directly request a
specific media item which is returned on demand by the
ContentProvider.

Besides avoiding the downloading of redundant social
media, mobile prefetching and caching operations can
also be optimized in relation to network conditions and
user preferences to reduce resource drain such as power,
storage, and data plan on the smartphone. We will
address this mobile optimization issue in the following
subsection.

6.2 Mobile Optimization
Social and news-feed style network apps perform su-

pervised machine learning based on the users click his-
tory for mobile access assuming ubiquitous mobile con-
nectivity and unlimited phone resources. For exam-
ple, Facebook (and other such sites) does not factor
bandwidth vs. size of news-items into their ordering
algorithm. We can solve the caching problem by in-
telligently using the ordering calculated by Facebook
and imposing on this ordering the constraints imposed
by the low-connectivity underground environment and
constrained resources on phone, e.g. power, storage,
and data plan.

Specifically, the problem degenerates to a 0−1 knap-
sack problem. Let I = (i|I|, ..., i1) be the sequence of
affinity ordered news-items. The ordering implies the
following: Q(ii−1) < Q(ii) where Q(ix) is the likeli-
hood that news-item i will be viewed by the user. As-
sume that the media-caching part in DeepOpp is allo-
cated a fixed block of available storage space (M) and
a fixed energy budget (E). Finally assume that there
is a fixed data-plan budget which indicates the num-
ber of bytes which may be received by the 3G interface
for the purpose of caching. Each time the optimiza-
tion is run E may be set to a different value, for ex-
ample if E is limited to 5% of the power available to
the phone at the time of it’s operation this value will
different each time the optimization is run. Further,
suppose that the mobile client may trigger the caching
application intelligently, for example prior to the users
entry into zones of lower connectivity. Cached content
can be removed at fixed time intervals, for example the
amount of time that one will be travelling on the Un-
derground. Finally, assume functions f(i, t) and g(i)
which returns the power and storage expenditures re-
spectively for downloading and caching news-item i at

time t; these functions will choose the highest through-
put active interface e.g WiFi or 3G available at time t,
when the optimization is run.

6.2.1 Mobile Cost Modelling
We adopt energy models from [12]. The energy cost

under WiFi is modeled in Eq.(3):

ewifi = (i, t) = Rwifi + cwifi ×
si

bwwifi(t)
, (3)

where Rwifi is a constant indicating the ramp energy
cost for a given WiFi interface. cwifi is a power co-
efficient for the interface. bwwifi(t) is the bandwidth
available on the WiFi interface at time t. si is the size
in bytes of data item i.

Accordingly, using the terms as defined above in Eq.(3)
(substituting celluar interface in place of WiFi inter-
face), the energy cost under 3G is modeled in Eq.(4).

ecell = (i, t) = Rcell + ccell ×
si

bwcell(t)
+ etail, (4)

where we define etail as the estimate of 3G tail en-
ergy costs and since contents are pre-fetched in batches
etail = ctail × Ttail

lavg
. Where ctail is the power coeffi-

cient for 3G tail energy, Ttail is the typical 3G tail time,
and lavg is the history average of the number of con-
tents downloaded in a batch by the pre-fetcher. To pre-
dict 3G tail consumption for on-demand fetches we have
etail = ctail×min(Tinactive, Ttail), where Tinactive is the
history average of the idle period between two consec-
utive content requests from the user. We assume that
bwcell(t) = 0 when no cell connectivity is available at
time t, whereas the same applies for bwwifi(t) = 0.

With regards to data plan usage, we define D(t) to
represent the number of bytes allocated as available for
caching from the 3G data-plan at time t. D(t) is mono-
tonically non-increasing; when more cache data is down-
loaded through the 3G connection at time t−1, D(t) will
decrease by the amount of data that was downloaded at
time t− 1.

Clearly the storage cost of item i is M(i) = si. Note
that the bandwidth at some time t is a function of the
signal strength to the available wireless interface at time
t. In this optimization we assume that all all news-items
that will be cached in a single batch with the bandwidth
available at the time that the optimization is initiated.
As the downloads will each be batched the ramp and
tail energy costs will be suffered once per batch.

6.2.2 Optimization Solution
As mentioned earlier, certain optimization constants

will be set by the application before the optimization
is run. Suppose that it is run at time t. We formulate
power expenditure f(i, t) and storage expenditure g(i)
in Eq.(5) by assumptions about the interfaces available
for downloading news-items for caching based on the
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interfaces available at time t.

f(i, t) =

{
min(ewifi(t), ecell(t)), if D(i, t)− si ≥ 0

ewifi, otherwise

g(i) = si
(5)

Note that ewifi(t), ecell(t) are dependent on bwcell(t)
and bwwifi(t) as described in the previous subsection.

This is now a straight forward 0-1 knapsack problem.
In the problem formulated in Eq.(6) only the xi terms
are variables (which are news items to cache), the re-
maining terms are constants derived at run time.

maximize

|I|∑
i=1

(|I| − i)× xi

subject to

|I|∑
i

f(i, t)× xi ≤ E

|I|∑
i

g(i)× xi ≤M

xi ∈ {0, 1}

(6)

where t is constant at the time the optimization is eval-
uated.

Branch and bound [21] is a classical solution to the
0-1 knapsack problem. Branch and bound search is a
backtracking tree search algorithm. Time and space
bounds for branch and bound are no worse than the
bounds given for a more primitive tree search algorithm
such as breadth first search. A breadth first search of
n variables each taking on one of two values (in the
knapsack or not) will have time and space complexity
O(2n). The branch and bound approach is agnostic to
the scales used for both storage and energy and thus
with this approach the problem can be solved without
loss of accuracy.

7. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The performance of DeepOpp has been evaluated by

real world experiments on the London Underground.
The key focus of our evaluations is making DeepOpp
work with the actual conditions of the London Under-
ground that has high levels of unreliability and variable
network conditions. To better evaluate the performance
of DeepOpp on commodity phones, the data was col-
lected on one Samsung S5 smartphone, one Nexus 5
smartphone and two LG G3 smartphones on the Circle
Line between the South Kensington and King’s Cross
stations. These smartphones were running on Android
5.0 Lollipop with the random assignments of Vodafone,
O2 and EE sim cards and data plans.

7.1 DeepOpp Client Application
We implemented the prototype of the DeepOpp client

application to support prefetching, caching and display-
ing of social media contents from Facebook, as a proof-
of-concept, under intermittent signal availability on the

Underground. In the future, we will extend the system
for Instagram and Twitter social streams as well.

(a) UI with posts (b) with comments (c) User settings

Figure 6: The DeepOpp mobile client applica-
tion.

The DeepOpp app begins with the user logging into
Facebook through its authentication component. Once
the user is logged in and authenticated, the metadata is
obtained and then the ranked Facebook news-feed con-
tent can be downloaded into a smartphone. As shown
in Fig. 6 (a), the DeepOpp mobile client application
supports displaying user’s posted statuses, links, pho-
tos and videos. Users also can see the number of “likes”
a post has gotten and individual comments on a post,
as shown in Fig. 6 (b). This online Facebook social me-
dia content was prefetched and cached when there was
usable mobile signal on the Underground, and can be
accessed by mobile users in an offline way when there
is no mobile signal available as indicated by the 0 bar
signal indication for celluar and WiFi services in Fig. 6
(a) and (b). There is a refresh icon on our DeepOpp
app; users can use the option to manually update dis-
played content to achieve the offline access to online
social media.

The DeepOpp app also provides some controls that
mobile user of the phone can manage. Fig. 6 (c) shows
the UI presented to the user to change the system set-
tings. In the general settings, the user can opt to enable
optimizer, download over 3G (need data plan support),
and choose content to download (e.g. text, image and
video). Once the optimizer is selected, the user can con-
trol specific optimizer thresholds for power, storage and
data plan, which will be applied in our mobile optimiza-
tion solution.

7.2 Evaluation of Underground Data
A total of about eleven hours worth of data was col-

lected at various times by 20 crowd workers riding on
the Circle Line route. The significant amount of time
spent travelling on the Underground gives us confidence
in our results and means that we can break down read-
ings by time of day. Each trial consists of a round-trip.
Start and end times are broken up into the direction
travelled. Four morning trials were conducted during
rush hour and two trials were conducted during the
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evening rush hour. During these trials the train car-
riages ranged from busy to very packed and near ca-
pacity. Another two trials were carried out during the
afternoon when the train carriages were generally quite
empty with seats available. The example of partial tri-
als with timings is displayed in Fig. 7, and mobile signal
data collected earlier at specific time window could be
used as the crowdsourced results for future predication
and optimization. For comparison purposes under iden-
tical conditions, during the trails one phone ran the
DeepOpp application with the optimizer enabled and
one with the optimizer disabled. For the location sched-
uler in DeepOpp, a total of 108 WiFi access points were
mapped in our dataset on the route.

Trial Direction Start End Time
1 Clockwise 29/04/2015 07:31 29/04/2015 08:11 Morning
1 Anti-Clockwise 29/04/2015 08:15 29/04/2015 08:49 Morning
2 Clockwise 29/04/2015 08:52 29/04/2015 09:44 Morning
2 Anti-Clockwise 29/04/2015 09:45 29/04/2015 10:19 Morning
3 Clockwise 29/04/2015 12:32 29/04/2015 13:06 Afternoon
3 Anti-Clockwise 29/04/2015 13:08 29/04/2015 13:39 Afternoon
4 Clockwise 29/04/2015 16:44 29/04/2015 17:23 Evening
4 Anti-Clockwise 29/04/2015 17:25 29/04/2015 18:04 Evening
5 Clockwise 30/04/2015 07:29 30/04/2015 08:11 Morning
5 Anti-Clockwise 30/04/2015 08:22 30/04/2015 09:02 Morning
6 Clockwise 30/04/2015 09:12 30/04/2015 09:47 Morning
6 Anti-Clockwise 30/04/2015 09:55 30/04/2015 10:31 Morning
7 Clockwise 30/04/2015 12:30 30/04/2015 13:04 Afternoon
7 Anti-Clockwise 30/04/2015 13:05 30/04/2015 13:40 Afternoon
8 Clockwise 30/04/2015 16:42 30/04/2015 17:19 Evening
8 Anti-Clockwise 30/04/2015 17:24 30/04/2015 18:01 Evening

Table 4: Data collection trial journeys with times.

Each trial consists of a round-trip. Start and end times are broken up
into the direction travelled. Four morning trials were conducted during rush
hour and two trials were conducted during the evening rush hour. During
these trials the train carriages ranged from busy to very packed and near
capacity. Another two trials were carried out during the afternoon when
the train carriages were generally quite empty with seats available. Specific
timings are displayed in Table 4.

The data was collected on two LG G3 smartphones running Android 5.0
Lollipop with EE sims and data plans. On each trial one phone ran the
DeepOpp middleware with the optimizer enabled and one with the optimizer
disabled. Both phones ran the one dimensional scheduler at an interval of
thirty seconds.
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Figure 7: Data collection trial journeys with
times.

We first test the crowdsourcing performance of the 20
workers in a real-time scenario during the eleven hours
for on-demand signal search. The values of mobile sig-
nal strength (ASU values) at different underground lo-
cations are chosen as the items to answer by these work-
ers. Assuming each worker answers ` items (we refer `
as the budget), including k control items (ASU values
are known) and `− k target items (ASU values are un-
known). For each experiment, we first construct several
sets of target and control items by randomly partition-
ing items, then we randomly assign each worker to k
control items and `− k target items, for varying values
of ` and k.

Fig. 8 shows the results of DeepOpp crowdsourcing
with two-stage estimator and Gaussian model on our
real dataset. Fig. 8(a) shows the signal strength MSE
(mean squared error) of the two-stage estimator with
varying k. The stars and circles denote the empiri-
cally and theoretically optimal k, respectively. Fig. 8(b)
shows the empirically and theoretically optimal k as the
budget ` varies. In both figures, we have fixed nt = 200;
nt is the total number of target items. nt is large due
to the setting that DeepOpp wants to probe signal at
more locations along the Underground lines, and the
signal availability status at each location varies. A clear
trade-off appears: MSE is large both when k is too small
to estimate workers’ parameters accurately, and when
k is too large to leave a sufficient number of labels for
the target items. According to Theorem 1, the optimal
(minimum) number of control items (k) to minimize the

expected MSE should scale as O(
√
`) when using two-

stage estimators. Fig. 8 shows our prediction of the op-
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Figure 8: Results of the DeepOpp crowdsourcing
on real dataset.

timal k matches the empirical results surprisingly well
on the real dataset. Therefore, choosing a number of
control items near the optimal k value could guarantee
the performance of crowd reliability analysis for the ag-
gregation of answers, meanwhile presenting an opportu-
nity for each worker to answer more target items (collect
more mobile signal data) along underground traveling
route.

We next evaluate the DeepOpp on mobile access per-
formance and compare it with other state-of-the-art schemes.
The scheduler defines the process for how often and un-
der which conditions the mobile client will fetch and
obtain new data to store in the cache. Basic sched-
uler such as O2SM [30] runs on a fixed interval and will
make a fetch at this interval. One dimensional scheduler
such as EarlyBird [25] runs on a fixed interval sched-
uler and will make a fetch if the current signal strength
is above a set threshold. The location Scheduler pro-
posed in DeepOpp is another different kind of scheduler
that uses the location scheme and mobile signal data
collected to reschedule fetches only at stations that we
know have usable signal strength; it determines the cur-
rent location and an estimate of the direction of travel
to reschedule at the next station that has a signal higher
than a given threshold.

Fig. 9 (a) shows the average percentage of success-
ful requests and its standard deviation. From our ex-
periments on the same section of the Circle Line, the
number of requests was significantly more for O2SM
and EarlyBird than DeepOpp (O2SM provided over 30
times as many success full retrievals of metadata). While
O2SM and EarlyBird made many more requests, a larger
proportion of their requests failed as reported by net-
work errors from the Facebook SDK, due to the fact
that the basic scheduler and one dimensional sched-
uler have no knowledge of user’s location and direc-
tion on the Underground with intermittent connectivity.
Therefore, while DeepOpp with location scheduler had
an average successful rate at 50%, O2SM and EarlyBird
only had the rate around 25.63% and 36.27%, respec-
tively.

The amount of power consumed per successful re-
quest is displayed in Fig. 9 (b) shows that the DeepOpp
needed 2.58 times less power for each successful request
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Figure 9: Performance evaluation of scheduler
in mobile access.

of data than O2SM. This is due to the wasted power
O2SM uses on failed attempts at making requests. The
significant number of requests made by EarlyBird also
consumed much more power than DeepOpp. DeepOpp
is based on a combination of online mobile signal data
collected and additional crowd-sourced data gathered
as part of its optimization for prefetching, therefore it
consumed much less power than O2SM and EarlyBird.

Fig. 9 (c) shows the total amount of power used by
each application divided by the number of media items
prefetched. DeepOpp was 2.51 times more efficient at
getting media items successfully than O2SM. This is
similar to results in Fig. 9 (b) as most news-feed items
from Facebook contain some media items. In our trials
each metadata request contained ten feed items, thus
the power for each media item is approximately a tenth
of that for each metadata request.

As for data download efficiency compared to the power
used by each of the three schedulers. Fig. 9 (d) shows
the total power used divided by the total bytes down-
loaded over the course of the experiment. DeepOpp was
a lot more efficient for the amount of data used than
others. O2SM with its fixed-interval scheduler may be-
gin downloading at points with little signal strength,
but fail due to the low signal strength at that location.
Each time this happens the data downloaded is wasted,
but it still contributes to a user’s data allowance and
consumes power. The overheads in making these failed
requests cause more power used.

Fig. 10 presents the performance of DeepOpp on the
Underground with and without its optimizer. In Fig. 10
(a), the average total power consumption and its stan-
dard deviation were derived by turning on and off Deep-
Opp optimization solution, after finishing the chosen
section of District Line by either clockwise or anti-clockwise
direction. When the optimizer was on, our optimization
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Figure 10: Performance evaluation of DeepOpp
with/without optimizer.

solution can intelligently select usable signal by loca-
tions, and prefech social media according to real-time
user’s preference and phone’ status. Therefore, Deep-
Opp with optimizer can save nearly 28% power than no
optimization on the clockwise direction, and 35% on the
anti-clockwise direction, respectively.

Fig. 10 (b) presents the total storage consumption
with and without optimizer. We can see that the opti-
mizer can dramatically reduce the amount of data re-
ceived. The optimizer was actively filtering out social
media content by approximately 55% of the data cached
on the clockwise direction and 56% of the data on the
anti-clockwise direction. The result agrees with the
trend of power consumption, indicating that DeepOpp
optimizer can improve overall mobile prefetching and
caching performance. As for data plan costs, according
to its formulation in the previous subsection, the allo-
cated storage for caching social media is dependent on
data plan budget, therefore saving storage also means
less cellular data consumption on the Underground.

8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We presented the design of a context-aware mobile

system, namely DeepOpp, to enable efficient offline ac-
cess to online social media content in situations where
intermittent signal coverage is experienced. To evaluate
DeepOpp in a representative setting, we developed an
application that was used on the London Underground.
DeepOpp can measure, predict, and crowdsource mo-
bile network signal data for prefetching, and employ an
optimized solution to determine which social contents
should be cached in the system, given real-time network
conditions and device capacity. The system design pre-
sented here takes advantage of the signal variation at
different locations to prefetch and cache data, therefore
it also could be extended for other application envi-
ronments that lack signal coverage or have overloaded
mobile access.

Our on-going research is concerned with developing
and implementing new novel optimization methods and
testing these against our 0-1 knapsack solution. While
we used the London Underground to test our system,
we also plan to evaluate the performance of DeepOpp
for other urban underground metro systems, such as in

12



New York, Paris, Madrid and Shanghai, and extend its
framework for any situation in which users experience
long breaks in connectivity. Moreover, we aim to in-
vestigate the applicability of collaborative downloads of
data among passengers to exploit the connectivity op-
portunities even further.
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